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1 Introduction 
Skycoor is software developed specifically for engineers dealing with the analysis of satellite networks 

located on the geostationary orbit. Upon data from the latest SRS databases the software is capable 

of assessing the risks of interference between selected satellites within a few seconds, thus saving 

significant amounts of precious time of the engineers. If harmful interference occurs, it helps find its 

cause. Since its parameters may be adjusted and its performance limits set, the software helps find a 

solution to such a problem, thus making it easier for administrations to reach the required agreement. 

Skycoor properties: 

- Calculations performed according to Appendixes 7/8 and ITU recommendations 
- ΔT/T calculation and reports for analyzing and elaborating IFIC 
- Calculation of C/I and Margin determining the interference level 
- Adjusting parameters and setting performance limits for easy finding of solutions in case of 

unacceptable interferences 
- Graphical representation of spectrum utilization for multiple networks, making it possible to focus 

on problematic sections 
- Clearly arranged display of parameters of individual groups in Favorable findings 
- Reports recording the results of individual calculations 
- Definition of custom radiation pattern 
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2 Online activation 

2.1 Demo 
The program may be downloaded from PEKASAT SE website, Software section: 

https://sw.pekasat.cz/Download  

After downloading the installation file it is necessary to start the installation. Since the program 

requires the Microsoft Office Access database engine for its operation the installer will request the 

device to be installed (it is included in the installer). License agreement must be accepted during the 

installation. After installing and checking the Microsoft Office Access database engine, finish the 

installation by clicking “Finish”. 

When the program is installed, a License key for Demo must be obtained for its activation. The key is 

active for 30 days. To obtain the License key, visit PEKASAT SE website, Software section, and fill in 

and send a Order form. Upon the form acceptance, an e-mail containing the License key for Demo will 

be generated and sent to your address. 

2.2 Full versions 
The program may be downloaded from PEKASAT SE website, Software section: 

https://sw.pekasat.cz/Download  

After downloading the installation file it is necessary to start the installation. Since the program 

requires the Microsoft Office Access database engine for its operation the installer will request the 

device to be installed (it is included in the installer). License agreement must be accepted during the 

installation. After installing and checking the Microsoft Office Access database engine, finish the 

installation by clicking “Finish”. 

When the program is installed, a License key must be obtained to activate the required package. To 

obtain the License key, visit PEKASAT SE website, Software section, and fill in and send a Order 

form. Upon the form acceptance, an e-mail containing payment details and confirmation of your order 

will be generated and sent to your address. As soon as the payment is received, the required License 

key will be generated and sent to your e-mail address. This License key must be entered in the “New 

activation” field in the program and confirmed. Information on the program, its current version, and 

activation options may be accessed via an information icon located in the top right corner of the 

program. Then the program is installed and ready for use. 

 

  

https://sw.pekasat.cz/Download
https://sw.pekasat.cz/Download
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Figure 2-1: Entering License key during activation 

3 General description of common actions 
The Skycoor program has numerous functions facilitating analyses between two satellite networks. 

Some procedures are common for more functions. These procedures are explained in Chapter 3 and 

referred to if necessary. 

3.1 Start screen 

 

Figure 3-1: Skycoor start screen 
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The start screen serves as a guidepost with three basic functions of the program to be chosen from. 

By clicking a particular version a function is selected (indicated in red) and basic description of the 

function is displayed. By clicking GO the function selected is confirmed. In its top right corner the start 

screen further contains an icon for accessing information on the program and a help key which opens 

this document with complete instructions.  

3.2 Database selection 
The Skycoor program works with SRS type databases. These databases are published in the BR 

International Frequency Information Circular (Space Services) (BR IFIC) every two weeks. For 

uploading a database to the program use the three-dot key next to the Input file field. Select the 

required file by clicking the key and confirm by clicking Open. After the database is uploaded to the 

program, any network listed in the database may be selected. 

 

Figure 3-2: Uploading databases to the program 

3.3 Network selection 
There are two methods of selecting a network to be used for calculations in Skycoor. One: selecting a 

single network for calculating the level of interference from the “interferer” network towards the 

“wanted” network. This method is used in Calculation of ΔT/T, C/I and Margin and Frequency 

overlapping. The selection is made by clicking the three-dot key (Figure 3-3). 

 

Figure 3-3: Network selection 

A list of all geostationary networks contained in the selected database opens. The list includes only 

networks in the special CR/C section or a more advanced one. The networks include Notice ID 

(assigned by ITU), Satellite name, Administration, Coordination phase*, and Network organization. 

Each of the parameters given may be searched for with the use of filters located on the first lines. 

Confirm the selection of the required network by clicking OK. After the confirmation, basic information 

on the confirmed network is displayed on the left (Figure 3-3). 

* The “Coordinate phase” column may include CR/C, PART 1 or PART 2 values, depending on which 

of them was published in IFIC with the latest date. 
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Figure 3-4: Single network selection with the use of filters. 

Method two: selecting more networks at the same time with their parameters displayed. This method is 

used in Favorable findings and Frequency overlapping. The multiple networks selection is shown in 

Figure 3-5. 

 

Figure 3-5: Multiple networks selection 

3.4 Favorite Networks 
Favorite Networks is a function simplifying the work with frequently used networks. These networks 

may be added to and then quickly selected from the list. Thus, the user does not have to look through 

numerous networks available in the selected database. A network which is no more frequently used 

may be deleted from the list (Figure 3-7). 
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Figure 3-6: Adding to and selecting from Favorite 
networks 

 

Figure 3-7: Deleting and selecting from Favorite 
networks

3.5 Advanced and Custom calculations 
With Calculation of ΔT/T, C/I and Margin, and Frequency overlapping functions input parameters may 

be adjusted before calculations between two networks are commenced and, thus, parameters from the 

database may be rewritten. The possibility to adjust input parameters in Advanced and Calculation 

customization may be used particularly in searching for suitable parameters for the purpose of drafting 

a coordination agreement, or in finding current information on the opposite satellite network during a 

coordination meeting. 

 

Figure 3-8: Advanced options (optional) 

Advanced options include the following items (Figure 3-8): 

Skip ΔT/T calculation – deciding whether to perform also some calculations with ΔT/T. If ΔT/T 

calculations are not performed (when not required) the calculation time will be shorter. 

Check database for missing values – allowing the user to add data necessary for calculations. If the 

required parameters are missing for the selected network, they may be added manually by the user. 

Frequency limitation – enabling the user to select a particular frequency band considered to be 

important for the given network combination. Since the interval entered is considered to be open, 

cutoff frequencies are not taken into consideration. 

Skip TTC groups – allowing groups with ED, EK, ER, ET or TD, TK, TR, TT stated in “Class of station” 

to be skipped from calculations 

Skip communication groups - allowing groups without ED, EK, ER, ET or TD, TK, TR, TT stated in 

“Class of station” to be skipped from calculations 

Skip mixed groups - allowing groups with attribute for TTC as well as for communication group in 

“Class of station” to be skipped from calculations 

Use calculated C/N values – replacing the C/N ratio given in the network publication used for 

calculation with a calculated C/N value. The C/N calculation method is shown in Annex 1. 

Use power density – using the value given in “C8a2 Max. pwr. dens” for the C/I calculation. If this 

option is not selected, the calculation will be performed with the ”C8a1 Max. peak pwr” value. 

Modify margin by +3dB – the program calculates by default with the “Protection ratio” resulting from R-

REC-S.741-2. If this option is selected, the “Protection ratio” will be used for calculation for one 

direction only, i.e. by 3 dB lower. 

Calculation customization options include the following items (Figure 3-9): 
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Figure 3-9: Calculation customization options 

Custom antenna – allowing the definition of the off-axis gain calculation which is then applied to all 

calculations. The “fi“ angle is a value of a topocentric angle calculated acc. to Appendix 8. The “off-

axis gain” value entered into the calculations may be seen immediately behind the equal sign. 

Selecting this option has priority over the “off-axis gain” calculation from “Custom EIRP density”. 

Custom protection ratio – enabling the “Protection ratio” definition. If selected, the “Protection ratio” is 

not calculated by default, but the “Modify margin by +3dB” option will still apply to it. 

Custom noise temperature - You can define your noise temperature. 

Custom EIRP density – As shown in Figure 3-9, performance limits may be set for individual bands 

and directions. The “EIRP density” value will be entered directly into Downlink. Only “Maximum power 

density” will be entered into Uplink and then the “off-axis gain” calculation will be defined. For the 

definition, “off-axis gain from database” may be selected where the calculation follows an appropriate 

Recommendation, or defining a custom formula for the calculation with “Ref. pattern custom” selected. 

The “EIRP density” value will be entered directly into Downlink, consisting of “Maximum power density” 

and “Maximum co-polar gain”. When zero is set, no limit will be applied. 

Options selected in “Advanced and Calculation customization” will be saved and assigned to a 

particular pair after a network is added. Thus, custom input settings may be set for every pair selected 

for the calculation. These settings may then be displayed and modified by clicking “Details”. 

4 Step by step 
This chapter contains step-by-step description of basic operations with calculations performed with the 

program, and description of possible results and the way they can be obtained. Operations included: 

IFIC elaboration, C/I and Margin calculation, EIRP setting, density limits setting, Frequency 

overlapping determination, and searching for Favorable findings 

4.1 IFIC elaboration procedure 
Every 14 days the International Frequency Information Circular (IFIC) is published. It must be 

thoroughly examined and, if necessary, comments to networks in which harmful interference may 

occur must be submitted. According to the ITU RR the comments may be sent if ΔT/T> 6%; this is 

exactly the case evaluated by our software. Skycoor further prepares documents required for the 

acceptance of a comment in compliance with 9.41. 

The possibility to evaluate new CR/C applications may be found in “Calculation of ΔT/T, C/I and 

Margin”. 

 

Figure 4-1: Selecting a function for IFIC evaluation 

For this analysis it is important to upload the latest SRS database containing new CR/C applications 

and parameters of networks for which the analysis is to be performed. Further, the IFIC database may 
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be combined with a database containing only the network for which the analysis will be performed. At 

least one pair of networks, between which the calculation is to be performed, must always be selected.  

 

Figure 4-2: Selecting databases and networks for analysis 

After the calculations have been performed, a result table will be displayed, containing all results 

between individual groups (Figure 4-3). 

 

Figure 4-3: ΔT/T calculations result table 

The result table is in the top left corner supplemented by data of the satellite networks used in the 

calculations (Figure 4-4). 
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Figure 4-4: Information on a satellite network used in ΔT/T calculations 

The worst case from the whole result table is selected and displayed in the upper section of the 

monitor. A report meeting all parameters for sending a comment according to RR 9.41 may be created 

with the worst case. 

 

 

Figure 4-5: Worst case and possible creation of a 
report 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-6: Exporting directly to PDF and other 
optional formats

After the draft report has been checked and Export has been clicked, it is necessary to enter a target 

folder for saving the report. Then the network analysis and preparation of documents necessary for 

sending comments in the new IFIC are finished.  

4.2 C/I and Margin calculation method 
This function serves for determining the risk of interference caused by the interferer towards the 

wanted network. This risk is expressed by a Margin representing the difference between required and 

calculated C/I values. 

For calculating the Margin it is necessary to select “Calculation of ΔT/T, C/I and Margin“ (Figure 4-7). 

 

Figure 4-7: Selecting a function for Margin calculation 

It is necessary to select an SRS database and to choose at least one pair of networks from it for the 

calculation (see 3.3 Network selection). Further, input parameters in “Advanced” and “Calculation 

customization” must be selected (detailed description of individual options is given in 3.5). With the 

networks selected and input setting corresponding to your requirements the calculation may be 
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started. It should be completed within several dozens of seconds; however, the calculation time 

depends on hardware equipment and the range of individual publications.  

After all calculations have been performed, a basic result table will be displayed (Figure 4-8). 

 

Figure 4-8: Margin calculations result table 

Before everything included in the table is explained, the whole page and individual tabs should be 

introduced. The page contains three rows of tabs. 

First row of tabs 

contains pairs of satellite networks selected in the first tab “Parameters”. These tabs are always 

marked “Name of the interfering satellite“ x “Name of the wanted satellite“. After clicking the tab, 

results for the clicked pair will be displayed. 

Second row of tabs  

always contains these result types: ΔT/T, Margin uplink, Margin downlink, and Report margin. The first 

three items contain all results corresponding to the tab selected. “Report margin” selects the worst 

Margin results for individual bands. Groups containing the worst result of interference between 

individual emisses are always displayed.  

Third row of tabs  

consists of the best and worst Margin results for individual bands. With the worst and best tabs within 

a single band it is possible to find out the range of the Margin results and, thus, to have an idea in 

what way the coordination will continue.  

4.2.1 ΔT/T calculations 
They are intended primarily for examining new IFIC circulars. A detailed procedure is described in 4.1. 
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4.2.2 Margin uplink and Margin downlink 

 

Figure 4-9: Margin uplink/downlink tab 

As seen in Figure 4-9, the tab consists of three basic sectors. 

Sector I – Result table: 

The result table shows all Margin results between the interfering and interfered emisses the 

frequencies of which, according to the publication, may overlap. Each emiss is determined by its basic 

information: “Beam name”, “Group ID”, “Emiss marking”, and “Emiss lowest frequency”. Information on 

the wanted emiss is given in the left section of the table with corresponding results given in a line. 

Information on the interfering emiss is given in the upper section of the table with corresponding 

results listed in a column.  

By clicking the top left corner options for searching in information related to wanted emisses may be 

entered. 

Each table cell represents an intersection of wanted and interfering emisses. The margins given are 

color distinguished according to the interference level. More detailed information on the colors of 

results is given in Sector II – Percentage. 

Sector II - Percentage: 

This sector always consists of five percentage values. Each value gives a percentage of margins 

found in the given interval. The intervals and related colors are listed in the following table. 

 Margin range from; to 

Green <0; inf) 

Orange <-3; 0) 

Pink <-6; -3) 

Red <-10; -6) 

Purple (-inf; -10) 
Table 4-1: Color distinguished intervals in Percentage 

The Percentage function shows the way the Margin results are distributed and how serious they are. 

This function may also serve as a filter of values displayed. When an interval is clicked, it is highlighted 

and all Margin results corresponding to that interval are displayed in the Result table. Thus, any 
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combination that is important at the moment may be selected and focused on. When the interval is 

clicked again, it gets unhighlighted. 

Sector II – Detailed information: 

This sector is situated to the right of the Result table. When a cell in the Result table is clicked, 

detailed information on selected emisses is displayed here (see Figure 4-10). 

 

Figure 4-10: Parameters displayed in Detailed information  

Some of these parameters may be modified and a new calculation may be performed upon such 

changes; then a new Margin value is displayed. This option may be well utilized for constructing a 

coordination agreement. 

4.2.3 Report margin result card 
This card automatically selects the worst cases of the Margin results, arranged in a table, allowing 

interference between networks to be quickly evaluated. 

For each Margin result, corresponding input performance values are given. The table also contains 

intermediate calculations of C/I and C/Irequired. Thus, it is possible to discover the interference cause. 

Skycoor enables the creation of a report in pdf, xlsx or other formats. With the “Custom report” tab 

selected, a custom combination of groups may be formed with clickable fields and a report created. 

4.3 Changing Ref. patt. and setting EIRP density limits  
In Skycoor, some input parameters may be set and defined precisely before calculations are 

performed. This helps in finding exact definitions which must be subsequently stated in a coordination 

agreement. These parameters may be modified in Calculation customization (see Figure 4-11). 
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Figure 4-11: Modifying EIRP density limits  

Below it is explained how this modification in settings will influence the calculation. 

4.3.1 Modification of Custom antenna in Calculation customization 
The calculation is usually performed according to relevant Recommendations, always according to a 

pattern given in the publication. With this setting the off-axis gain calculation may be changed 

according to custom instructions. The “fi” angle given in the argument of the logarithm is a topocentric 

angle calculated according to Appendix 8 Annex 1. 

Immediately after a custom formula is entered, the current off-axis gain value for the previously 

selected combination of networks and Earth station location is displayed.  

4.3.2 EIRP density limits 
In this function, limits for EIRP density may be set. If the value of the EIRP density in the publication is 

lower than the limit, the original value from the publication is used for the calculation. If the value 

exceeds the limit, it will be reduced and the limit is used in the calculation. The evaluation is performed 

on the emiss level.  

Since Skycoor always evaluates the worst cases, the program considers the location of earth stations 

of both satellites in one place. Thus, the maximum amplification of the transmitting antenna in the 

Space-to-Earth direction is considered and off-axis gain is not calculated. It is calculated only in the 

Earth-to-Space direction and its calculation method may be specified if Custom Ref. patt, is checked.  

4.4 Frequency overlapping displaying procedure 
This function provides clear and simple display of frequencies of satellite networks used. Thanks to the 

multiple networks option it is possible to recognize within several seconds those frequencies in which 

problems in the form of unacceptable interference between selected networks may occur. When only 

two networks are compared, Skycoor lists the worst Margin results only for those emisses directly 

affected by the particular overlapping. The program further creates a list of groups concerned. 

Entering the networks into individual parts is the same as in Figure 4-12 below. More detailed 

description of partial functions is given separately in chapters 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. 
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Figure 4-12: Method of entering networks into individual functions 

4.4.1 Global view 
This function serves for quick comparison of several networks at once in order to quickly specify 

frequency overlapping. Then it is possible to focus on overlapping frequencies and skip those bands 

that do not overlap, which saves time.  

The selection of satellite networks which are to be displayed is performed in Global view (Figure 4-12). 

Both wanted and interfering networks listed in the SRS database may be selected using the multiple 

selection (Figure 4-13), or networks saved in Favorite networks may be used (Figure 4-14).  

 

Figure 4-13: Multiple selection from SRS database 

 

 

 

Figure 4-14: Selecting from Favorite networks using 
the star
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Figure 4-15 shows the resulting display of multiple networks. 

 

Figure 4-15: Global view for selected networks 

Frequencies used by satellite networks are placed to the frequency axis which is zoomable with the 

mouse wheel and, thus, enables the user to focus on even the narrowest details. There is a minimap 

in the bottom right corner showing the distribution of all frequencies for selected networks. With the left 

mouse button the displayed section may be moved along the minimap in order to find the required 

frequency range. It is also possible to shift the frequency axis by gripping it with the right mouse 

button.  

4.4.2 Frequency comparison of a pair of networks 
When frequency comparison of two networks is performed, it is possible to focus on particular 

overlapping and find a suitable solution. The basic screen of the frequency overlapping consists of 

three sectors, too (Figure 4-16). Each sector contains information of a different type; all of it together 

contributes to solving a possible problem. If information is necessary to be saved, it is possible to 

select sectors which will be placed in the report and, thus, saved for subsequent processing.  

 

Figure 4-16: Frequency overlapping basic screen 

Sector I – Graphic display: 

In Graphic display, frequencies used by satellites are placed on the frequency axis and then sections 

with overlapping frequencies of satellite networks are highlighted. Every frequency overlapping may be 

marked; then more detailed information is displayed in sector II (Overlapping detail). 

Again, there is a minimap located in the bottom right corner displaying the distribution of all 

frequencies listed in the publications. The minimap may be controlled with the left mouse button. 

The main frequency axis may be moved by right click and shift. It may also be zoomed with the mouse 

wheel, which enables the user to focus on the required frequency section in more detail.  
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Sector II – Overlapping detail: 

This sector contains more detailed information on the selected frequency section. It is possible to click 

three tabs: “Affected beams“, “C/I“, and “Total margin“. 

“Affected beams” contains all beams for which there are frequencies given in the publication 

overlapping with the selected frequency interval. There are also groups of every beam and the 

following information on these groups: “Beam name” – “Group ID” (“Frequency range”) – “Antenna 

diameter” – “Group of stations”. 

The C/I tab contains individual Margin results for all combinations of wanted and interfering emisses 

related to a particular frequency overlapping. A more detailed description of work performed within the 

Margin tab is given in Chapter 4.2.2. 

Sector III - Global Information: 

This sector contains Global information on frequency overlapping, including widths of bands in which 

networks overlap within individual bands, frequency sections of wanted network without any 

interference at all, and percentage values expressing how much the interfering and wanted networks 

overlap in individual bands (see Figure 4-17). 

 

 

Figure 4-17: Information given in Global information 

4.5 Procedure of searching for parameters in Favorable findings 
The Favorable findings section serves for searching for parameters required for a thorough analysis of 

a network, with the SRS as the input database. It is necessary to select networks to be searched 

(Figure 3-5) and start a calculation which gives the required results within several seconds. This 

function is divided into three subsections: Worst EIRP, Unfavorable findings, and Favorable findings. 

4.5.1 Worst EIRP  
This subsection displays clearly arranged worst cases of EIRP densities of individual carrier types 

(Communication, TTC, Mixed) in individual bands. The division of the carrier types is the same as in 

3.5 of this document. Figure 4-18 explains which parameters may be found here. 
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Figure 4-18: Explanation of Worst EIRP density 

Uplink group: “Notice ID“ – “Satellite name“ – “Beam name“ – “Group ID“ 

Uplink EIRP density: “Max. pwr dens.“ + “Co-polar ref. pattern“ = “Worst communication EIRP density 

in the wanted satellite direction“ 

Downlink group: “Notice ID“ – “Satellite name“ – “Beam name“ – “Group ID“ 

Downlink EIRP density: “Max. pwr dens.“ + “Max. co-polar gain“ = “Worst communication EIRP 

density“ 

This function helps to analyze quickly which values of EIRP densities have been published by the 

satellite network. Upon these worst values, new suitable values may then be found easily, utilizing the 

proposal formation into a coordination agreement. 

4.5.2 Unfavorable findings 
This subsection displays groups of a selected network which, according to the ITU, do not meet the 

Radio Regulations and have the attribute N- stated in column 13A. 

 

Figure 4-19: Unfavorable findings and basic parameters of group  

Thus, it is very easy in this subsection to find out whether individual networks meet the requirements 

specified in the RR. 

4.5.3 Favorable findings 
This subsection displays groups of a selected network which, according to the ITU, meet the Radio 

Regulations and have the attribute A- stated in column 13A. All groups with which the coordination is 

necessary are listed here.  

This subsection may also be used for obtaining maximum information on individual groups and their 

emisses which may be easily accessed by double-clicking a group. Figure 4-20 shows the display of 

detailed information. 
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Figure 4-20: Detailed information on group emisses  

Individual columns of this function are explained below. Since filters and searching may be used for 

each column, the required data may be obtained quickly.  

Group ID – official marking of GRP in ITU publication. 

Beam name – beam name marking. 

Findings - shows the attribute A- or N- stated in column 13A. 

IFIC recieved - Release Date of the latest publication in the IFIC. 

API recieved - Date of recieving of the API publication. 

Date of expiry - Date of expiration of the satellite network. 

Min. frequency - Minimum frequency of the GRP. 

Max. frequency - Maximum frequency of the GRP. 

E/R - Emissing (Space-to-Earth direction) / Recieving (Earth-to-Space direction). 

Emiss type - Shows when the class of emission is defined with “F” in the first character and with “F” or 

“W” in the third character; (př ****F*F** a ****F*W**). 

Class of station - Shows Class of station of the GRP. 

Antenna type - Shows Antenna type of the GRP.. 

Max. pwr. density - Shows the maximum power density of the GRP. This is used for the calculation of 

the maximum EIRP density in the Earth-to-Space direction. 

Max. co-polar gain - Shows the maximum co-polar gain of the GRP. This is used for the calculation of 

the maximum EIRP density in the Space-to-Earth direction. 

 

Figure 4-21: Information given in Favorable findings 
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5 Editions 
Skycoor s of the functions is given in the following table. More detailed descriptions of individual 

packages are given in chapters below. 

Function Demo IFIC Advanced Professional 

ΔT/T calculation and report 
    

C/I calculation 
    

Use of two databases 
    

Calculation for multiple networks 
    

Favorite networks 
    

Modification of input parameters 
    

Report for C/I calculation 
    

Frequency overlapping 
    

Global view 
    

Favorable findings 
    

Interconnection with GIMS 
    

Modification of service areas 
    

Export of service areas in GXT format 
    

Table 5-1: Overview of functions in individual packages 

5.1 Demo 
Demo is a trial package allowing the user to try the program functions. The Demo package allows 

access to all functions as in the Advanced package, but with certain limitations: the License key 

validity period is 30 days; selecting any “wanted” networks is prohibited; calculations may be 

performed only in the direction towards the PEKASAT networks and only information on PEKASAT 

networks may be displayed. 

5.2 IFIC 
The IFIC package of Skycoor software has been developed to help administrations and operators all 

over the world with the analysis and elaboration of the BR IFIC (BR International Frequency 

Information Circular - Space Service). This software aims to ease management of the BR IFIC by 

reducing the amount of time needed for its elaboration. The most time-consuming operation when 

analyzing the BR IFIC is calculation of interference from currently published networks. The heart of the 

IFIC package are functions for quick calculation of interference between selected networks. 

In order to estimate the interference risks, the software calculates the apparent increase in equivalent 

noise temperature (ΔT/T) for all frequency groups. Furthermore, Margins and C/I results are calculated 

to reveal real interference risks. Input data for calculations are obtained from SRS or IFIC database 

files. When the decision to comment a network is made, the software offers the possibility to export the 

results of ΔT/T calculation into separate file for further exhibition and processing. 

Features 

 ΔT/T calculations based on Appendixes 7 and 8 

 ΔT/T reports in variety of file formats, namely PDF, XLS, XLSX, HTML, RTF, CSV etc. 

 C/I and Margin calculation based on ITU Recommendations 

 Vast database of antenna radiation patterns based on ITU Recommendations 

 Multiple networks selection 

 Earth station location and its visibility tool 

 Possibility of different database files for interfering and wanted network 
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 Favorite networks tool 

 Possibility to distinguish among communication, mixed and space operation groups 

 Worst case dT/T identification 

 Frequency band filter 

 Interference severity filter 

List of network parameters for selected pair of emisses for detailed examination 

5.3 Advanced 
Challenges associated with the coordination of satellite networks has been the key incentive for the 

development of the Advanced package of Skycoor. Therefore, this software package is mainly 

intended for engineers dealing with the issues of the coordination of satellite networks. The growing 

demand for satellite communication services results in the abundance of new coordination requests. 

The purpose of the Advanced package of Skycoor is to ease engineers of the burden arising from 

such situation. Not only the interference risks are revealed but also an overview of the network 

parameters is provided for selected network. This makes the Advanced package useful during the 

coordination stage and for the preparation of frequency plans. 

Regarding the evaluation of interference, the Advanced package offers ΔT/T, C/I and Margin 

calculations. Although the calculations are performed for all possible combinations it is very simple to 

find the cause of interference thanks to the filtering tool. The result of each calculation can be exported 

individually into PDF, XLS, HTML and other formats. Another feature which makes this software 

special is the possibility to adjust the input parameters of a network. Therefore, power can be reduced, 

antenna radiation pattern modified, protection ratio customized and all calculations can be carried out 

with respect to the altered network parameters. 

Apart from calculations, the Advanced package of Skycoor is capable of browsing the SRS database 

data. It significantly helps to find detailed information of a network such as its power values, 

assignments which received unfavourable findings, frequency groups and their corresponding class of 

stations etc. Since some information is more comprehensible visually, graphical view of frequencies 

occupied by a given network is available. Naturally, this tool also enables the user to compare several 

networks simultaneously and thus to gain a quick overview. 

 

 ΔT/T calculations based on Appendixes 7 and 8 

 ΔT/T reports in variety of file formats, namely PDF, XLS, XLSX, HTML, RTF, CSV etc. 

 C/I and Margin calculation based on ITU Recommendations 

 Vast database of antenna radiation patterns based on ITU Recommendations 

 Multiple networks selection 

 Earth station location and its visibility tool 

 Possibility of different database files for interfering and wanted network 

 Favorite networks tool 

 Possibility to distinguish among communication, mixed and space operation groups 

 Worst case ΔT/T identification 

 Frequency band filter 

 Interference severity filter 

 List of networks parameters for selected pair of emissions for detailed examination 

 Calculation of the worst case C/I and Margins determining the interference level 

 Adjusting parameters and setting performance limits for easy finding of solutions in case of 

unacceptable interferences 

 Graphical representation of spectrum utilization for multiple networks at once, making it 

possible to focus on problematic sections 

 Margin reports recording the results of individual calculations 

 A clear display of the network parameter with filter possibility 

 Possibility of defining custom radiation pattern 
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Annex 1 - Example of the C/N calculations 
 
Calculation of the carrier power C [dBW]: 
 

𝐶 = (𝐵3𝑎1) − 𝐹𝑆𝐿 + (𝐶8𝑐1) + (𝐶10𝑑3) [𝑑𝐵𝑊] 
, where: 
C [dBW] Power of the carrier 
B3a1 [dBi] Maximum gain of the space station 
FSL [dB] Free Space Loss = 20log(FREQ[MHz])+20log(distance[km])+32,45 =   
  = 20log(14000)+20log(36000)+32,45 = 206.5 dB 
C8c1 [dBW] Minimum peak power of the earth station 
C10d3 [dBi] Maximum gain of the earth station 
 
Calculation of the noise power N [dBW]: 
 

𝑁 = 𝑘 + 10 log(𝐵𝑊) + 10 log(𝐶5𝑎) [𝑑𝐵𝑊] 
, where: 
N [dBW] Power of the noise 
k [dBJ/K] Boltzmann constant 
BW [Hz] Bandwidth of the carrier 
C5a [K] Noise temperature of the space station 
 
Calculation of the C/N ratio [dB]: 
 

𝐶

𝑁
[𝑑𝐵] = 𝐶[𝑑𝐵𝑊] − 𝑁[𝑑𝐵𝑊] 

 


